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The First Men
Game Overview Document
TFM: The First Men is about the struggle of human race taking
their first steps into an expansive fantasy world. One man and one
woman sit under a mythical tree and begin to ponder their future.
What paths will they take? What devices and monuments will they craft in the years
ahead? How will they find their way among the ancient cultures which already dwell
in the land? Once they establish a foothold, what orders will they give? What deals
will they make? How will their new culture be formed, and what legacy will they
create?

SHORT DESCRIPTION
A real-time 4x strategy in a
fantasy world. Customize your
Adam and Eve, go head-to-head
with other races while conducting
diplomacy, waging war, and
advancing The First Men.

GENRE
Strategy, Simulation

TAGS
4X, Fantasy, City Builder, RTS,
Real-Time with Pause, Resource
Management, Exploration,
Character Customization

PLATFORM
PC (Early access release to Steam
only) - All Operating Systems.

You will be responsible for answering these questions. Resources must be
gathered, economies must be organized, and characters must be trained in order to
both survive and explore. As they age, rewarding them with precious treasures and
safe jobs will bring tradition, influence, and prosperity to this young settlement.
In their effort to seek new and improved ways of life, more resources, and new
lands, these men will come across many problems to solve, an ecosystem to
explore and other sentient races to interact with. Danger, hope and despair will
always be present in their lives. They must be rallied with wisdom, sweat and tears.
That way, they can live how they think is best, whether it is in order, neutrality or
chaos.
Their tiresome travels may include unending sands, sorrowful swamps, dark
jungles, frozen tundra, deadly steppes and stormy oceans. Among numerous other
natural sites and wonders, the largest driving force behind your
decisions will be the
inhabitants of these sub-realms
and their rulers. They’ll have their
own cultures, laws, allies and
enemies, chosen according to their
goals. In this mysterious world,
you will need to raise wise
heroes who can carry on
traditions, heirlooms and
ancestral memories to the
next generations of men.
Remember, it’ll always be your
“men” who will be affected by
your decisions and actions,
not you. Guide them with
caution, or else they will lose
everything.

Core Features

• Customization of the first man and woman with
infinitely varied combinations.
• Character-Driven gameplay. Body, Mind, Soul, Self
and Heart attributes with hundreds of traits and
abilities offer deep strategic gameplay, rich and
enormously diverse progress of characters to enjoy.
• Deep and immersive exploration, a vast and
wonderful fantasy world rewards exploration as you
travel, make discoveries, interact with and learn more
about the multitude of races you will encounter during
your adventures.
• Settlement management with a tremendous variety of
structures to build, upgrades and technologies to
discover, and items to craft.
• Adventures in which each character is unique and
carries his or her own advantages and disadvantages,

• Combat makes use of a tactical real-time with pause
system - positioning your party and coordinating
attacks and abilities is one of the keys to success while
each subject you encounter, even a pack of wolves or a
swarm of spiders, has their own challenges to
overcome.
• Detailed and stylish cartoony visuals set a distinct
"fantasy-comedy" tone, reinforced by atmospheric
animations, sound effects, and music.
• Different game modes for all players, scenarios with
unique stories and victory conditions, skirmish maps
for tailored competitions and random maps to add
procedurally generated fun into the game, all available
in both singleplayer and multiplayer sessions.
• Workshop support and an in-game map editor for
crafting unique stories.

gains experience, learns new abilities and obtains new
traits and treasures along the way.
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Mission Statement
Our vision for TFM is to unite the intricate
mechanics of simulation & strategy games with
a fascinating lore built around the first humans.
Many years have passed since we have seen
the kinds of simple and fun city building games
that our audience loves. We want to take that
legacy and move it forward by adding more
content, fixing outdated systems, and making a
“living world” as complex as the world of an
MMORPG. Simply exploring
the map will be both
interesting and
rewarding.

Desired Qualities
•Approachable Aesthetic & Gameplay, similar
to Knights and Merchants
•Depth & Variety of Gameplay, such as in
Rimworld
•Well-Balanced In-Game Systems - such as in
Civilization III
•Rich Content & Polished World Design - such
as in Lost Mine of Phandelver, Curse of
Strahd, Storm Kingʼs Thunder, any other
Good D&D Campaign.

Unique Selling Point
A real time strategy 4X game combined with elements from
survival simulations, grand strategy titles and massive
role-playing worlds. Design tools which make it simple
and efficient to add a tremendous amount of content
without making the gameplay too complicated. This is highly beneficial
to us, as the developers, and to the content creators.

SWOT ANALYSIS
STRENGTHS

WEAKNESSES

OPPORTUNITIES

THREATS

(what we have going for us)

(things that can be improved
upon)

(leads that we can focus our
energy on)

(obstacles that we must
overcome)

• A huge number of
followers and fans
already interested in
the game (2k+
Supporters with more
than 60k Wishlists
already on Steam).
• An art style which can
be recreated by almost
anyone who wants to
add Workshop content
with our guidance.

• Using Steamʼs
Workshop feature may
limit us to staying
within the rules of the
platform.
• Our location in Turkey
makes it very
challenging to network
with experienced game
developers and skilled
influencers.
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• An extremely
large target
audience.
• Possibility of
becoming a
lifetime living
project which
can be updated
indefinitely.
• Low minimal system
requirements.

•Genre confusion
is forcing us to
make the game
understandable
for fans of each
sub-genre.
•A possible
Kickstarter would
heavily cut into our
release day push on
Steam.
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Development

Discovery, Vision & Future

Discovery Phase
Barathi… It was our project’s code-name at the beginning. Inspired by the Arathi Basin
battleground from World of Warcraft, we wanted to simulate an experience we felt in that area
where Alliance and Horde players could fight each other. We made our first prototype and then
began developing it as its own game. You can search “Battle Commanders” on Steam to see our
progress on that prototype. Ultimately, we put that project on hold to pursue a second prototype.
We took the idea and made it bigger. We wanted to blend what we had already created with
exploration and expansion driven by a party of characters. It slowly became a 4x game.
We started out with a world of hexes, just like the Civilization series. Our characters had castles
from which they could embark on adventures. We made a simulation in which each character
had a unique set of cards inspired by Championship Manager. However, in the end, we didn’t like
the player’s limited perspective of the game’s world. The view was zoomed so far out that the
characters didn’t have much personality, and the complexity had to be toned down to a simpler
set of rules.
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Inspired by a YouTube channel called BazBattles, we started from scratch again and used square
tiles this time, trying to change the aspects we didn’t like from previous builds. We had a great
feeling about this prototype, but the game required so much micromanagement that even a
highly intelligent gamer would not be able to keep up.

We weren’t feeling satisfied yet. Many aspects of the game were fun and unique already, so we
discussed releasing the game in that state, and I bet it could have sold well, but selling
something we did not fully enjoy was not our goal for TFM: The First Men. We had to find better
ways to fill in the missing pieces. At last, we found our muse, and all of our team members saw
clear direction for TFM. It was the idea of colors. Concepts like Enneagram, MBTI, chakras, or
the Integral Theory colors. This idea gave us the power to limit the design rules and connect
every feature we loved. Finally we had a plan that could bring the pieces together.
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Making a short teaser and creating the Steam page were our first courses of action. Because we
believe in the power of a strong community, we immediately started to find people who
might love the idea of this game as much as we do. One of our biggest regrets about our
previous game, Overfall, was in waiting so long to start finding active supporters outside of our
company.

With these experiences in mind, we began in June 2018 to develop the real TFM’s very first
finished build! We called it “The Vision”. With the help of our supporters, we have made several
iterations to make it more fun and finished a working build.
As you can see, the path to TFM: The First Men as it is today was not obvious or clear to us, but
finding inspiration and support of a good community has brought us so far. We are very happy
with what we have accomplished by developing the game into its current state.
While we already enjoy the game, we will continue development to make TFM the best game
that it can be.
TFM: THE FIRST MEN Game Overview Document
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The Vision
We have developed a so-called “Vision Demo” to
show what TFMʼs playstyle and fantastical
atmosphere will feel like, and how vast
the possibilities are with its mechanics.
In it, youʼll be hand-held through a
strictly linear quest-line in order to not
lose grasp on what we have in our minds
and how we can implement our “vision” to this
mythical, open-ended world with enough time and
effort in the future.
We have been experimenting with multiple
playstyles upon every inch of the gameplay that
you will see, and we are certain that the final
gears behind TFMʼs smooth gameplay, will shine
like top quality mithril.
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In the end, our aim is to create an environment, a
playground that will generate countless possibilities
for different stories to play out, heroic battles to
engage in, and a magical ambience to lose yourself
into. We hope that you will share our enthusiasm
for a whole new world that we have always wanted
to be a part of. We sincerely think that by the end
of this development journey, we will all have
something in our hands that is not only grand in
scale due to our work, but also equipped with a
massive library of additional content, crafted
tirelessly by TFMʼs patient followers, as beautiful
mods.
We hope that you enjoy what you see here. If
you have any feedback that you wish to pass on
to us, we would be more than happy to welcome
you to our Discord channel: http://discord.gg/tfm
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The Future
Since we use a dynamic, evidence-based, iterative
design and development process, we have changed
course numerous times to figure out what is the

• Heart of Battle: This update mostly
includes the rework of current cardbased combat to real time with
pause combat.
• Bloodmoon: With this update, we plan to

most fun and balanced. We believe this is the best

introduce a fully functional AI for Dwellings. We

way to create a strong game, but it also means there

will also add Terrain features, Creation of Events,

is no way of knowing exactly how

Timeline Events and Relations features, as well as

features in the game will develop

a deeper, more accessible and more polished Map

until they are realized. Therefore, to

Editor.

reduce misunderstandings among
our fans and the stress level of our
team, we do not plan to reveal specific
details about future gameplay developments. We are
developing the game, and even we donʼt know all
the details yet!
However, as professionals, we are always making
plans for the future to keep our team at
motivation and momentum. Currently, we
anticipate 12 months of development until the
completion of the Zenith update pack, which is
the update we plan to be ready for an Early
Access release on Steam.

• Zenith: This update will include fully functional
Player AI, functional main menu, complete
character customization feature, and a content
pack designed for release with at least 3 scenario
maps and 2 skirmish maps.
While planning the future of TFM, we always
want to keep our method of iterative design,
which leaves us free to add, modify, and remove
features as needed without worrying
about the communityʼs
expectations. That way, we
can complete the game
more efficiently without
creating unnecessary stress
for everyone. The community will not have to
worry about the features they anticipate being
modified, and we will not have to worry about
disappointing the community or causing
confusion and conflict among our fans.

We have a total of 4 future update packs
planned:
• Ways of Life: All settlement income rules will be
reworked with this update. Instead of an
automated annual income in the Vision demo, we
will have an automated complex game system
processes the decisions of the player. Reworking
of Paths feature, and Bragging Rights, Items and
Inventory are other features to be added with this

Shared Development!
Our project management tool is
always online for anyone to follow:
https://trello.com/b/m1t3Fi4Z

pack.
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Game Details

Features, Colors & User Story

In TFM: The First Men, the player begins the game by choosing a
map and customizing their starting characters. There are five
distinct attributes: body, mind, heart, soul and self, which have
important effects on both the characters and the settlement. After
customization is complete, the chosen map loads and game begins.
The newly customized characters are wandering around a single
starting building called Gathering Tree.
COLOR OVERVIEW
In order to simplify what would
otherwise be excessively
complicated, all concepts,
features, and objects are
categorized on a “color wheel”
in which five distinct colors
represent five different
attributes. Characters, groups,
races, resources, and more can
all be thought of in terms of
their color. Colors can help the
player to immediately
understand the purpose of and
make connections with any ingame object, even if they have
never seen it before.

MAIN RESOURCES
Prosperity, Industry, Influence,
Unity, Amenity.

MAIN FEATURES
Paths, Crafts, Events,
Traditions, Bragging Rights,

CHARACTER ATTRIBUTES
Body, Mind, Heart, Soul, Self
Those five colors
are Green, Blue, Red, White,
and Black. Let’s examine them
in detail and discuss what they
represent, how we use them,
what are their
primary points and resources,
what in-game features do they
support and how they affect
the characters.

Just like most other strategy games, the player must collect resources in order to
expand their settlement.
Using the paths feature, the player starts investing in specific characters. These
investments generally cost prosperity and may result in the creation of new
characters, improved attributes, new traits, or collection of additional resources.
The crafts feature consists of current available buildings and items, as well as roads
to connect the settlement together. The industry resource is spent to craft.
The Player may participate in events which take place throughout the game. It is up
to the player how they will divide their time between events and objectives. After
they unlock the ability to create events, the player can spend influence to generate
new events for things such as expanding to remote regions.
Notifications guide the player to make use of their resources. When player
accumulates enough unity for the next unlock, a tradition is awarded which may
be spent on any color branch in the tradition tree. Investing in five branches allows
the player to choose a root. Branches and roots unlock game-wide bonuses for the
player.
After collecting enough amenity, the player unlocks a bragging right. Bragging
rights are unique and provide special bonuses to the settlement.
Choosing where to place buildings and making the right investments
in characters is critical for the economy of the settlement. To expand their
settlement, player must form parties to explore the map. After adding class traits to
characters, the player can raise a party out of them. The characters equip classspecific outfits and weapons, then become player-controlled. They are commanded
about to explore, erasing the black fog that covers unexplored areas.
During their travels, the party will find diverse new creatures, climates, resources
and events. Sentient races open new options in the relations panel with information
and interaction options. The game world contains many races, all with their own set
of goals. Actions are already taking place across the entire living world. When the
player finds new races, they must carefully decide whether to get involved. Some
interactions will result in new friendships, others in making new enemies.
If the player’s party engages with a hostile party, combat begins. During combat,
characters are ordered to target specific enemies with their abilities. If the player
succeeds, they can add valuable loot to their inventory.
The game eventually ends when the map’s end-game goal is met.
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GREEN

Prosperity, Paths, Body

GREEN represents a settlementʼs

BODY is a character's attribute for strength,

ability to progress as a group but

constitution, instinct, and perception.

on an individual basis. Imagine a

Victory for a green character feels

growing field of grass, with each

peaceful, fertile, and balanced .

blade representing a settler when thinking of

Itʼs solemn, but without sadness;

green. The intimate care that a player puts

joyful, but without ego. Defeat, on

towards every character determines the

the other hand, feels like having no ground

societyʼs speed and quality of growth. Each

beneath your feet, like being cut oﬀ from your

individual is born with all the potential they

tribe and family, like watching fair and fragile

need, but they also have to learn how to fit
into the larger picture. Together they can
form a beautiful holistic structure.

goodness being crushed underfoot and having
everything you thought was true called into
question.

PROSPERITY needs to be
collected in order to
grow a settlement from
a tiny seed into an
enormous tree with
countless branches. It
is the representation
of food, shelter and other
basic needs of the settlement. People who live
in a settlement are not isolated individuals but
an interconnected web. Part of embracing this
philosophy is understanding the importance of
how each of the characters ﬁgures into the
lives of others. Grasping one's role this larger
group plays is a vital piece in understanding
how the world works.
PATHS allow the player to invest the
prosperity they have collected in individual
characters. They contain several choices,

Other words associated with green:
growth, harmony, respect, spirituality, stability,
acceptance, calm, centered, cautious, common
sense, contentment, experienced, humility,
intuition, maturity, meaning, moderation,
restraint, reverence, serenity, sharing,
significance, simplicity, strength, vigor,
agreeable, contemplative, hearty, barbaric,
virile, well-adapted, conservative, traditional,
eldritch, ancient.

each resulting in diﬀerent bonuses for
characters. Investing in paths results in
stronger characters, as well as the potential
for population growth.
TFM: THE FIRST MEN Game Overview Document
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BLUE

Industry, Crafts, Mind

BLUE represents a settlementʼs

Crafting smaller items can give the character

ability to always build something

who carries them powerful abilities and

better than came before. Blue

modiﬁers.

constantly thinks about how to
craft things, and constantly seeks to turn

MIND, the blue attribute, is a characterʼs

these thoughts into reality. For a blue

ability to be creative, quick-witted

character, the entire point of life is figuring

and productive. Victory for

out how much can be achieved utilizing your

a blue character feels like

education, experience, and tools. Blue

a ﬁnal puzzle piece clicking

believes that life could be almost universally
good if we could all just figure out the truth,
and then apply that understanding to its
fullest extent.

into place, or the last note of a
perfect symphonic performance. Defeat feels
like everything is slippery, foggy and
confused.

INDUSTRY is the sole
resource required for a
settlement to craft
buildings or items. It is
considered to be the
necessary tools needed
to execute any crafting
attempt. Whether it be a
ball of clay, a lump of
iron or the legs of a dead
Ent, industry is usually collected by
processing items through buildings or by
being discovered in the world.
CRAFTS include buildable constructions and
other craftable items. Constructions allow
characters to generate resources.
Constructions are the heart of the economy,
as hundreds or thousands of actions may
happen simultaneously in constructions
without any direct commands from the player.

Other words associated with blue:
challenge, competence, creativity, curiosity,
knowledge, optimism, accuracy, adaptability,
awareness, brilliance, cleverness, concentration,
development, efficiency, foresight, imagination,
insight, logic, quality, rigor, trickery, strategy,
service, truth, vision, wonder, nuance,
aspiration, focus, invention, patience, wordplay,
rationality, subtlety, scholarship, absentmindedness, cerebral, deception, enigmatic,
skepticism, aloofness.

Placing constructions in the right combination
is of critical importance for every settlement.
TFM: THE FIRST MEN Game Overview Document
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RED

Influence, Events, Heart

RED represents a settlementʼs

use of inﬂuence. Creating events can

ability to enforce agendas and

signiﬁcantly aid the player in their goals of

demand political respect within

exploration, expansion, exploitation and

their circle of diplomatic

extermination.

influence. Red pushes characters to be more
straight-forward while figuring out how to

HEART, the red character attribute,

solve a problem, or how to abolish a threat.

represents a character's ability

Reds tend to live every event of their lives

to be courageous, outgoing

with extreme expressions of volatile feelings,

and daring. For a red

so they tend to be over-zealous about their
ideals and excessively courageous. Anything
with a “must”, should not be delayed or
assigned to anyone else, so that whatever the
outcome is, it should happen now.

character, victory feels ﬁery,
beautiful, magniﬁcent, and ﬁerce ,
itʼs feeling alive. Defeat for a red character is
correspondingly quiet, with nothing to love,
nothing to do, nothing to be.

INFLUENCE is the resource
that can enable a settlement
to make itself heard by
both internal and
external powers. As the
nature of this color
implies, it is usually
gained when a character or a
party to perform courageous deeds. Having
constructions such as a Hunterʼs Lodge,
successfully completing an event, leaving a
battleﬁeld with the conﬁdence of victory, or
taking control of another settlement all
increase a settlementʼs inﬂuence.
EVENTS of a wide range can be discovered
through exploration. They may result in
positive, negative or mixed outcomes. Most
events are centered around a location, and

Other words associated with red:
authenticity, adventure, beauty, boldness,
friendship, fun, humor, loyalty, candor, courage,
drive, empathy, enthusiasm, ferocity,
independence, individuality, irreverence, joy,
originality, passion, purpose, sensitive,
spontaneous, trusting, dramatic, flexible,
forthright, casual, stubborn, angry, blunt,
careless, reckless, destructive, fickle,
flamboyant, impulsive, performative, poetic.

many of them require the presence of
characters and involve choices to be made.
Creating a new event is the most important
TFM: THE FIRST MEN Game Overview Document
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WHITE

Unity, Traditions, Soul

WHITE represents a settlementʼs

SOUL, the white character attribute,

order, coordination and

represents a characterʼs ability to be lawful,

cooperation. White societies

chivalrous and right,

follow rules and stick together to

where “right”

overcome challenges as a community. They

depends on their

place a high importance on ideals, faith,

moral or cultural

legislation, administration and organization.

framework. Victory for

Being fulfilled is all about placing society

a white character feels

over self.

like brightness, purity, and exaltation. Defeat
UNITY is a resource that
represents how tightly

feels like watching the goodness of the world
unravel.

uniﬁed a settlement
is. The fate and
progress of a
settlement are
dependent on unity. Its
rate of collection and maximum amount
organically adapts for each settlement,
providing the potential for each settlement to
feel like a diﬀerent civilization. Whenever
Unity reaches its maximum amount, the
player may choose a new tradition.
TRADITIONS can be taken on through
spending unity points. Although the traditions
system is based on a familiar tech tree
structure, it does away with its standard
progression in favor of a shuﬄed approach.
This injects a semi-random element into
unlocks, making it somewhat less predictable
as well as more non-linear. Whenever the
player collects enough points to unlock
something new for the settlement, they are

Other words associated with white:
authority, compassion, community,
contribution, fairness, happiness, honesty,
justice, kindness, leadership, peace, religion,
responsibility, security, service, trustworthiness,
altruism, cleanliness, commitment, consistency,
duty, conviction, courtesy, dedication,
discipline, endurance, gratitude, honor,
integrity, patience, poise, respect, teamwork,
tradition, unity, valor, honor, formality,
generosity, protectiveness, asceticism,
authoritarianism, morality, fanaticism,
intolerance.

presented with a set of possibilities to choose
from.
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BLACK

Amenity, Bragging Rights, Self

BLACK represents a settlementʼs

Library, or unique items of legend like

satisfaction, pleasure and

Excalibur and Zulﬁqar. A settlement can also

wealth. Black societies want

gain bragging rights by unlocking regional

power and agency so that they

products, think of Turkish delights, French

can act upon their preferences at any time,

fries or American pies!

reshaping the world around them as they see
fit. They put no limits upon this pursuit

SELF, the black character attribute, represents

except those which emerge from their own

a character's ability to seek power,

desires and self-interest. They are capable of

safety, wealth, or anything else

cooperation, but only when it suits their
desires. At their core, black societies are
amoral, not immoral, since they do not
believe morality is real.
AMENITY resource is the

that brings them towards their
personal goals. For a black
character, victory is
immensely satisfying and
feels well-deserved. Defeat feels like being

representation of the

imprisoned and watching others smash your

desirable and useful

dreams.

aspects of black. People
cannot work and ﬁght
for their entire lives,
they must also be happy
or else they will fall
apart. Decisions which
make a society stronger decrease the gain of
this point. For instance, constantly working
people causes stress and requires relief
through amenities. It is important that players

Other words associated with black:

are mindful of their charactersʼ happiness

achievement, autonomy, determination, fame,
pleasure, popularity, reputation, success, status,
wealth, ambition, control, dignity, excellence,
improvement, innovation, liberty, mastery,
performance, power, self-reliant, talented,
undaunted, decisive, relentless, industrious,
persuasive, realistic, suave, competitive,
political, proud, solitary, uninhibited, amoral,
arrogant, calculating, egocentric, hedonistic,
malicious, opportunistic.

while planning a strategy.
BRAGGING RIGHTS can be acquired in
exchange for amenity. These are strong
modiﬁers or unlocks which provide powerful
beneﬁts to a settlement. Happy people
innovate more. Their most important ideas
can become wondrous monuments like the
pyramids, the Hagia Sophia, or the Great
TFM: THE FIRST MEN Game Overview Document
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USER STORY
In TFM, the player begins by choosing a game scenario

for current design
Returning to the blue resource,

and customizing their two starting characters. The

Industry, the player opens its

player sees that characters have five distinct attributes

panel Crafts and sees two sub-

(body, mind, heart, soul, self), personal traits related to

panels: Buildings and Items. Under

these attributes and other distinguishing features (race,

Buildings, they see Road, Training

sex, etc). Upon pressing start, the chosen map loads and

Yard and Gathererʼs Grove. Under

the player sees their customized human couple next to a

items, they see nothing yet. The

single building called “Gathering Tree” in a

player spends industry points and

grassland region. The player sees a

chooses an empty site and orders the construction. The

monthly timeline, five collectible

player sees that a road connecting to Gathering Tree

resources with respective panel

must be built in order to start construction. The player

buttons, speed indicators, an

orders the connection. Characters without a job start by

inventory panel, a relations panel

constructing roads, and then construct the Gathererʼs

and a world map button on the

Grove. Clicking on it, the player sees that a building lets

screen. The player opens the first

unemployed characters work without complete efficiency

resource panel called Paths, which

until they acquire a necessary job trait. The player also

is fueled by the Prosperity statistic

sees that Gathererʼs Grove unlocked a new option in the

and is categorized by the Green color. A quick glance
reveals to the player that this panel can produce children
through potential mothers and can give aimless
characters a purpose by providing them with jobs or
training to improve their skills. After considering
the options, the player orders the female
character to become a mother and a
notification alerts the player as to the color of
newborn characterʼs soul. The player also
sees that improving their settlement will
expand the Paths panel, unlocking new
possibilities for their characters.
Next, the player hears a notification sound and sees a
new tradition point. The player notices that unlike other
resources (which accumulate indefinitely until spent), the
white resource called Unity fills to its limit before a point
named "Tradition" is earned. Upon clicking its panel, the
player sees that it is split into two sub-panels named
Branches and Roots. The player checks the Branches

Paths panel to improve a characterʼs Body attribute.
As soon as Gathererʼs Grove is completed, the player
sees a notification under the red resource, Influence,
that says “New Event!” The player opens its panel,
Events, and sees a list with a single Event named
“Foreign Herbs.” The description text says that the
characters wish to leave the settlement and find new,
unique herbs. The player realizes that this panel is for
keeping track of such events. The player also sees that
Influence can be used to generate new events, with uses
such as expanding to remote regions. However, they are
all currently locked due to lack of red tradition branches.
The player decides to construct a Training Yard after
checking its tooltip that says it unlocks the Scout class
trait. In order to control a unit group directly and
explore new regions, the player must unlock this class
trait and teach it to an eligible character through the
paths panel.

sub-panel and finds that it consists of five branch types,

After some time, the player has given the starting male

one for each color, in which the player may invest their

character the Scout trait and assigns him to a party from

tradition point. The player chooses the green branch. As

a special panel. As they click the Raise button, their first

the metaphorical treeʼs green branch grows, a new

party comes together. The character changes its outfit

building called Gathererʼs Grove is unlocked and the

and weapon to become a scout, and is now fully

Prosperity output increases. The player also sees that if

controllable by the player. The player selects the

four more of these points are spent, root paths will grow

character and uses it to explore new lands, erasing the

and provide even more options.

fog of war that covers unexplored areas.
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During his travels, the character finds new creatures,

Throughout the game, the player trains unique

different climates, unique resources and exciting events.

characters, constructs buildings, crafts

Sentient races open up new options on the Relations

precious items that can be

panel with information and interaction

assigned to characters, faces

options. Different climates contain

numerous diverse and exciting

different races and resources. In each

events, grows an enormous

region, newfound resources provide the

tradition tree, finds more things to

player with descriptions and multiple

brag about, keeps delicate diplomatic

interaction options. The party is chased

relationships in line and more. The player continues

by strong enemies which they have

to enjoy building their unique settlement and works

angered, but manages to flee. The player
notices that there are structures called Dwellings

towards finishing the game by fulfilling the end-game
goal.

scattered around the world, which wandering races use
as homes.
The player finally finds unique herbs and completes the
event. Because the player found a few resources before
anyone else in a special combination, the fifth (black)
resource, Amenity, shows a notification that says “New
Bragging Right available!” After clicking its panel,
Bragging Rights, the player sees that by spending
Amenity points in different combinations, it is possible to
brag about things that nobody else has discovered. The
player spends enough amenity points to create a unique

Gameplay Videos!
With the user story we
wanted to simulate of a
writing for a gameplay
walkthrough. Check our
website for more information
and possible gameplay videos!
http://playthefirstmen.com

new herb tea, their first Bragging Right, which grants
numerous perks for the whole settlement.

THANK YOU!
On behalf of my friends Veysel, Ali, and
Resat, here at Gathering Tree, I would like
to thank everyone who supports us. We
appreciate that you have decided to spend
your time reading this document and soon
hope that you will have a fun time playing
the actual game too!
We salute everyone who supported us
during our journey of developing this
fantastic game, our families and friends,
colleagues from other studios, and especially over a thousand
awesome Discord members!

http://playthefirstmen.com
gatheringtreegames@gmail.com

Count on us, and keep supporting us, together we are going to bring
a fantastic next-generation of strategy gaming!

Ibrahim Yildirim

